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SCHOOL DUBAI

INDIAN HIGH

1

Priyanka
Shridhar

8K

I enjoyed the trip to the sullest.Trekking was the
best.

2

Aditi Mehta

8C

I enjoyed my first trip alone without my parents.It
was great.

3

Melinda
Mothias

8H

The trip was awesome.

4

Roopal Beriya

8K

They should have provided warm water,the rest
was amazing.This was a realy good experience of
camping

5

Devanshi Mehta 8C

I am really thankful to HIS Dubai for organizing
this too good trip.Each and everything provided
here like food,bathrooms facilities etc. was more
mthan enough.Overall I enjoyed the trip to the
core.

6

Shruti Gupta

8G

This was my very first trip with school.I really like
trekking ans the place.I just wished we would have
got warm water.Otherwise It was good.

7

Mansi Kookani

8K

Everything was great.exceprt for the chilling
water.

8

Kinjal Bhatia

8H

I love the trip it was an awesome experience,I
loved it.

9

Lehar
Chaudhary

7H

An amazing trip,we have enjoyed a lot and have
spend lots of time with others.

10

Bhavika
Devnani

9A

Lovely experience.Had a great time trekking and
river crossing.

11

Priyanka
Krishnan

9J

A beautiful trip I enjoyed a lot,made new friends,It
is tiring and challenging but its lots of fun

12

Yovana Mulani

9B

Great experience made new friends,trekking was
tiring but fun,living in tents with friends was new
and amazing,would like to have hot water more
often

13. Shilpa Nair

9A

It
was
great.Made
new
unforgettable
friends,Trekking was a first and it was fun,thrilling
daring.It was fun

14. Akshata Rohra

9A

It was an amazing experience,and the scenery was
spectacular though the water could be
chillier.HEHE

15

Mitali Sampat

9C

Food Rocked,Specially Karhi with rice,the tents
were like home,crowdedmessy but confy.The treks
were sometimes tough and the water was cold
(Dubai ki garmi nikal Gai)

16

Monisha mistry

9A

It was truly an adventure.Trekking was
awesome.A very amazing experience.Had a great
time.

17

Ayesha Firdosh

9D

The trekking was very new experience and I
tuoght me a lot learned to co operate and co exist
learned
patience.The
scenery
was
gorgeous.People were friendly.It was amazing

18

Marsha Imam

9D

The trip was very good.We had a once in life time
opportunity
to
explore
Himalayas.Very
adventurous with the exceptional of the part with
the chilling water.(BRRRI).The trip was
worth,rememberingThe fun in the river activity
was amazing.

19

Stuti Mishra

9E

The trip was amazing.I never thought that I would
get such an opportunity in my lifetime.The water
was chilling.The fun in the river was amazing and
the arrangements were as good as they could be
this trip is one I would remember forever.

20

Huda aslam

9F

The trip was amazing.I would never gorget this.It
is one of my best trip in of my life.The people were
very hospiutable.

21

Mihika
Shivkumar

9E

I am glad that I decided to come on this trip.The
only
problem
was
only
the
cold
water.Everythimngs was organized surprisingly
well.

22

Sejal Gupta

9A

The Himalayan tour was much more tour just a
tour for me.It was a great learning experience.I
learnt to conquer many of my fears.I am no longer
scared of things new things not scare of trekking
and I know how to tackle bugs.The cold water
make me feel as if I am bathing in a natural water
body.The scenic view was really refereshing.

23

Swetha Brigitta

9A

I had lot s of fun.I learnt many new things.the best
part was having bath in cold water.I learnt how to
get rid of bugs.Trekking was tiring at first but now
it is fun.The night trek was awesome.Overall it
was great and energetic trip.

24

Simran
Vobbilisetty

9A

The trip was a good experience and I had lots of
fun with my friends.I developed a resistence for
many things such as bugs,cold water.Thuogh in
the first1 or 2 days it was tiring.Than I began to
really enjoying.The treks were very different than
any we would evewr have a chance to experience
for which I would like thank the school

25

Aishwarya Ram

9G

This trip was amazing.I would never forget this
trip.I learnt a lot of things in this trip.I love the
trekking part.as It was a totally different
experience.I would like to thank the school for
organizing this trip.

26

Mohini Sethi

27. Aarti Trikannad

9E

The trip was adventurous though it was tiring.It
was worth an experience.We students would
probably never get a chance to explore the
Himalayas and go for trekking even the highj
mountains.i highly appericiate the efforts of the
school and management in making this tour a
success.

9J

It was a great trip.The tents were fun.It was a
good experience even food was very good.

28

Anagha
Yegnamurthy

9A

The trip very exciting and I feel previledged to be a
part of this adventurous group.The Guest house
was very confortable. And I really appericiate the
fact that they made washrooms.The food was
delicious and the group was well led.

29

Sushmita Kohli

9D

Had the best time of my life.I don’t think I can ever
forget this place and the people here.Every one
was so helpful,sweet and very welcoming.I loved
the food,I loved the tents.It was myini home with
my best friends.The water was cold but I guess we
had to deal with it.coming here help conquer
me.My fear for height bugs and staying away
from my family.Thank you from the bottom of my
heart to give me a chance to experience this
amazing and wonderful trip.

30

Fiona Tirmizi

9E

This trip has been very exciting and
adventurous.All the people here were very
helpful.Every necessity was provided for like
food,bathrooms,tents.etc.In The tents everythings
like beds,pillows,blankets were provided.The only
drawbacks was coldwater,but inspite of that I had
an amazing time.I thank my school and the
management for all that they have done to make
this trip a memorable one.

31

Lovita Mirinda

12
SCB

I have no feelings of regret that I came here.A lot
of hard work was put to make us confortable and
indeed I had a good time.

32

Neha Hegde

11th

I have had the time of my life here.I am never
going to forget this experience.All the people were
here very helpful and kind.I am surely going to
miss the fun I had here.

33

Shirin Srikumar

11

A truly lifetime experience.This trip was something
that I am going to cherish throughout my life.The
arrangements were awesome.Keep up the good
work.

34

Sakshi Jain

12sc Thanks for such an amaging time.Everyday was
filled with a new experience,some thing was to
cherish.I would not change a thing about this trip
from the tents(so comfortable)to the treks.I don’t

think I have ever hadsuch a good timeaway from
family.Hope you arrange more trip like
these.looking forward and thanking you.

35

Jubee verghese.

12th

I liked it a lot except the water was too cold.It was
a very nice experience.I will never forget it.

36

Gaurangi
Malekar

12th

I loved it.It was awesome,I don,t want to leave
this place ever again.I would love to come
again.you guys are the best.

37

Soumya Shukla

12th

It was a wonderful experience and I had a lot of
fun and enjoyed thoroughly.Thank you for
everythings.

38

Nupur
Changram

12th

It was an amazing experience.I enjoyed
thoroughly and loved every bit of it.Right from the
exciting treks to the joyful camp to the beautiful
sights to the amazing people.Thank you so much
for making this trip very memorable one.Love you
all.

39

Rikita
Nandkumar

12th

This was truly a memorable trip.One which I will
surely never forget.I enjoyed every movement and
did not get a single movement to stop back and
complain.It boosted my spirit and made me a

better person.Thank you guys for everythings you
have done for us.

40

Sneh doshi

12th

I have enjoyed the trip to the fullest.Thank you all
very much.

41

Shriya
shrivastava

12th

I loved the entire experience.It was a
beautifulfunfilled,educational one.i learned a lot
from this trip apart from the funpart of it.Kudos to
all you guys.love to all.

42

Prachi
Chaudhary

12th

The trip was enjoyable.Thank you all very much

43

Manisha
Chandani

12th

It was very tiring but enjoyable.The food was also
amazing.Keep up the good work.

44

Stuti
Mohan 12th
Babbar

Every one in the crew has been very helpful.Thank
you

45

Arti Shah

12th

This experience has been very memorable for
me.It has helped me overcome my fear of bugs
and made me a bold person.It has thought me to
live independently and I have made.

46

Khayati
Pancholi

12th

I just had the best time ever.it was unforgettable
trip.thank you for everythings.

47

Surbhi Bhatia

12th

It was a very joyful and enjoyable experience and
the music and food was great.It was truly a
memorable experience.

48

Pooja Ullas

12th

This has been enjoyable trip.Very well
organized.Good
food
and
excellent
entertainment.The trekking part has been really
fun.The camp sight where we stayed is pleasant
and nice and we had lots of fun.Thanks a lot for
this wonderful trip.

49

Perish Rahman

12th

This has been a realy good trip and I have enjoyed
every bit of it.Thank you all.

50

Shahnaz Fatima

12th

This trip was the most amazing trip ever.It made
me experience many things.It rocked.The food was
delicious.It made me make new friends.

51

Ivana JJ

12th

It was awesome trip I have ever had.Loved it,and
the whole trip made me feel like a different
person.

12th

T was a great experience.There were a few hitches
in the beginning but they were soon sorted out.It
was very well organized,the guides and staff were
awesome and the food better by the day.Your
attempt to make us confortable we will never go
un appericiated especially building that was build
in one month.

53

Rautika Rautray 12th

I had fun on this trip.It made me feel
different.thank you for all.

54

Kavya Menon

12th

The staff was very kind and helpful.It was
beautiful out here.I enjoyed every bit of it.Good
work.

55

Ekvira s bada

12th

I had like to say that I loved and enjoyed coming
for this trip.I got to make awesome friends.I also
got a chance to see my country living in Dubai.All
the people who took good care of us.

52. Neha Moopen

